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Le Petit Prince
Region: Grasse Sleeps: 10

Overview
Gaze out towards the Bay of Cannes from your upper terrace at this elegant 
farmhouse close to one of the region’s most idyllic perched villages. With 
protected forest on one side and exclusive neighbours dotted beyond your 
vast and private grounds, Le Petit Prince offers an abundance of beauty and 
character alongside ample modern comforts.

There is such an enchanting ambience throughout this 5-bedroom villa which 
has been designated as a ‘site remarquable’. The graceful lounge is so 
spacious with historic books and antique pieces whilst French doors open to 
the upper terrace for the most glorious views as far as the Mediterranean. 
Downstairs, the wood-beamed dining room juxtaposes perfectly with the 
contemporary kitchen and the exquisite floor tiles remind you of this home’s 
fine heritage. The covered patio is a gorgeous spot for al-fresco dining 
beautifully lit up in the evening with modern spotlights.

Five traditional bedrooms are on the upper two floors, each one with plush 
beds and air-conditioning alongside original fireplaces and picture-perfect 
garden or valley vistas. On the first floor, doors also lead to the decked 
courtyard, such a peaceful corner for reading or sipping wine by the ancient 
olive trees and blue-shuttered windows. 

Wander down to the pool and inviting terrace for the most splendid vistas of 
Côte d'Azur hills, forests, valleys and coastline – this is also the perfect place 
to watch the sunset as the night draws in. A restored stone mazet serves as a 
delightful bar close to the pool, set amongst the shady trees and deckchairs. 
Beyond the landscaped gardens, discover four acres of wild grounds and 
protected forests, an absolute paradise for nature lovers or guests who simply 
wish to get away from it all. 

There are village views from your garden – you can reach it in around 3km 
(keen hikers could walk up to the perched village or it’s a short drive). It’s such 
a picturesque place with flower-filled lanes, café terraces, restaurants and 
tremendous views that have inspired artists over the years. In the other 
direction, the market town of Grasse is only 7km away, famed for its rich 
perfume heritage and charming ambience.

As well as visiting idyllic hilltop villages, atmospheric markets and making the 
most of gastronomic restaurants found across the hinterland, the sandy shores 
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of the French Riviera are around half an hour away with Cannes, Antibes and 
Juan-Les-Pins all waiting to be explored.

Slightly closer to home, follow walking trails, enjoy lakeside picnics or seek out 
summer watersports at Lac de Saint-Cassien or simply play a round of golf in 
stunning surroundings with some of the French Riviera’s most prestigious 
courses within easy reach.

For a group of friends or families holidaying at the same time, the owner's 
other houseVilla De La Magie (12-14 guests) is around a 4-minute walk away.

Facilities
Instagrammable  •  Private Pool  •  Child-Safe Pool  •  Ideal for Kids  •  Ideal for 
Teens  •  Wi-Fi/Internet  •  Air-Con  •  <1hr to Airport  •  Laptop Friendly 
Workspace  •  BBQ  •  Ideal for Xmas/NY  •  TV  •  Working Fireplace  •  
Heating  •  Cot(s)  •  High Chair(s)  •  Watersports  •  Rural Location  •  
Walking/Hiking Paths  •  Wine Tasting  •  Golf Nearby  •  Cycling  •  Horse 
Riding  •  Fishing  •  Outstanding Landscapes  •  Outdoor Pursuit & Activities  
•  Tourist Towns & Villages  •  Historical Sites  •  Romantic  •  RWC-Nice

https://www.oliverstravels.com/france/french-riviera-cote-dazur/grasse/villa-de-la-magie/
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Interior & Grounds
Villa Interiors

Lower Garden Level 

-    Entrance
-    Open lounge area with sofa and doors leading to covered patio 
-    Dining room
-    Kitchen, well-equipped including small alcove with breakfast table

First Floor

-    Foyer with door leading to decked courtyard
-    Lounge with air-conditioning, antique furnishings, books and doors leading 
to upper garden and terrace  
-    Bedroom 1 with air-conditioning, king-size double bed and door leading to 
terrace 
-    Bedroom 2 with air-conditioning and double bed 
-    Bedroom 3 with air-conditioning and double bed 
-    Alcove room with double sofa-bed (next to bedroom 3) with doors leading 
to patio  
-    Separate bathroom with shower and WC (between bedrooms 1 and 2)
-    En suite bathroom with bathtub and WC (accessed via bedrooms 2 and 3)
-    WC (near foyer/lounge)

Top Floor

-    Bedroom 4 with air-conditioning and king-size double bed  
-    Bedroom 5 with air-conditioning and king-size double bed 
-    Bathroom with bath/shower and WC

Outside Grounds (15,000m2)

-    Swimming pool (5x12m) with safety alarm. Open approximately May to 
September 
-    Poolside terrace 
-    Upper terrace with pool and distant sea views
-    Decked courtyard with ancient olive tree 
-    Covered patio with al-fresco dining table 
-    Barbecue 
-    Outside WC (near kitchen door)
-    Bar in a restored stone mazet 
-    Garden and vast grounds (including terraced levels and steps)
-    Fountain and well 
-    EV charger 
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Facilities

-    Wi-Fi
-    Air-conditioning (bedrooms and main lounge only)
-    Cable TV
-    Sound system 
-    EV charger 
-    Washing machine and dryer
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Location & Local Information
In the Alpes-Maritimes department of the gorgeous Côte d'Azur hinterland and 
with views down towards the Bay of Cannes, Le Petit Prince is 3km from a 
picture-perfect French village and only half an hour from the beaches of the 
French Riviera.

On a terraced hillside above a country road, the villa is set in four acres of 
beautiful grounds with no direct houses overlooking you, exclusive neighbours 
nearby and protected forest on one side. The views down to the valley and 
Mediterranean are glorious.

The local village is further up the hill around 3km away (the keenest of walkers 
could hike up the hill in around 40 minutes). It’s such a lovely place with 
charming flower-filled lanes, pretty café terraces, a handful of well-regarded 
restaurants and yet more stunning vistas of the surrounding landscapes. Visit 
artisan craft studios and be inspired by the village’s beauty just like so many 
artists have been over the years.

Follow walking trails close to the villa, ramble along nearby canals or drive to 
the Tanneron forest and Lac de Saint-Cassien, just over 12km away, for 
marked paths and a range of outdoor activities including summer watersports 
and lakeside beaches. There are ample cycling opportunities across this area 
as well as horse-riding and several prestigious golf clubs especially close to 
Mougins. 

You are never too far away from the French Riviera with Cannes and its palm-
fringed shores and harbour only 20km away. The old town of Antibes (30km) 
is such an atmospheric place to visit with its historic centre, Picasso museum 
and impressive marina whilst Cap d’Antibes is home to idyllic bays and 
incredible coastal walks. The chic seaside resort of Juan-Les-Pins (30km) is 
another popular spot for sandy beaches, beachside restaurants, watersports 
and boat trips or head further along the coast towards Nice (42km), 
Villefranche-sur-Mer (52km) or even Monaco, just over an hour away.

Closer to home, Grasse can be reached in 7km, a charming town known for its 
perfume heritage – visit the Musée International de la Parfumerie, then tour 
perfume studios and factories including famous names such as Fragonard and 
Galimard. Soak up the ambience in Grasse’s delightful cafes and restaurants, 
pick up all sorts of local produce and flowers at the market and admire the 
wonderful Cathedrale-Notre-Dame-du-Puy. 

Don’t miss the Friday morning market in Valbonne (15km), gaze at the views 
from the picturesque village of Biot (30km) and follow Picasso’s footsteps in 
artistic Mougins (14km), also known for its fine gastronomy. 
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Spend time visiting other breathtaking perched villages such as Spéracèdes 
(4km), Fayence (22km) and Callian (20km) and enjoy lunch out in Seillans, 
one of France’s ‘Plus Beaux Villages’ around 29km away and appreciate the 
landscapes of olive groves, cypress trees and oak forests as you catch 
glimpses of the Bay of Cannes beyond the panoramic hills and valley.

Local Amenities

Nearest Airport Nice Airport
(40km)

Nearest Train Station Gare de Grasse
(7km)

Nearest Village Two hilltop villages
(3-4km)

Nearest Restaurant Local villages
(3-4km)

Nearest Supermarket Intermarché Super 
(2km)

Nearest Town Grasse
(7km)

Nearest City Cannes 
(20km)

Nearest Beach In and around Cannes
(20km)

Nearest Golf Golf du Claux Amic Sa
(8km)
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What you should know…
Air-conditioning is featured in the main lounge and five bedrooms only.

The stunning grounds are vast with terraced levels and steps – children will need to be supervised when exploring.

Guests will also need to be able to manage the traditional stairs inside this characterful farmhouse.

During festivals and other special events taking place in Cannes, Monaco or the surrounding area, advertised rates do not 
apply (minimum stay may differ also) - please contact us for a full, up to date quote.

What Oliver loves…
Experience character and beauty in this elegant villa which perfectly blends 
history with so many 21st century touches, set in vast and beautiful gardens

The views towards the valley and Bay of Cannes are glorious from the 
stunning terrace

Sip champagne by the swimming pool as you watch the sun set, then retire to 
the decked courtyard on warm summer evenings

Reach a picture-perfect perched village in just 3km with flower-filled lanes, 
pretty cafes and highly regarded restaurants

Spend time in nearby Grasse, the perfume capital of France, whilst the 
beaches of Cannes and the French Riviera are only 20km by car

What you should know…
Air-conditioning is featured in the main lounge and five bedrooms only.

The stunning grounds are vast with terraced levels and steps – children will need to be supervised when exploring.

Guests will also need to be able to manage the traditional stairs inside this characterful farmhouse.

During festivals and other special events taking place in Cannes, Monaco or the surrounding area, advertised rates do not 
apply (minimum stay may differ also) - please contact us for a full, up to date quote.
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Terms & Conditions
- Security deposit: $2000 charged to client’s credit card as a pre-authorisation before arrival and refunded two weeks after departure, subject to full inspection.

- Arrival time: 4.00 p.m.

- Departure time: 10.00 a.m.

- Energy costs included?: Yes.

- Heating costs included?: Yes.

- Linen & towels included?: Yes. Changed once for stays over 7 nights.

- Pool towels included?: Yes.

- Pool opening dates?: The pool is open approximately May to September. Please note that pool opening dates are subject to local weather conditions and pool maintenance requirements and that cooler months may not be 
suitable for swimming.

- End of stay cleaning included?: Yes. Mid stay clean also included over 14 nights. However, guests are required to leave the accommodation clean, tidy and in the same condition as on their arrival. Any extra cleaning, laundry, 
maintenance and/or rubbish disposal required will be charged against the security deposit.

- Minimum stay: 2022: 4 nights. 2023: 7 nights in July & August and 4 nights during all other periods.

- Changeover day: Flexible.

- Pets welcome?: On request only and with prior agreement with the owner.

- Smoking Allowed?: No.

- Tax: French Visitors Tax is included.

- Other Ts and Cs: Weddings, stag/hen parties and any special events are not allowed.

- Other Ts and Cs: Air-conditioning is featured in the five bedrooms and main lounge only.

- Other Ts and Cs: During festivals and other special events taking place in Cannes, Monaco or the surrounding area, advertised rates do not apply (minimum stay may differ also) - please contact us for a full, up to date quote.


